
8  класс. Тема: «Having fun by using different popular gadgets and modern 

technologies». 

1. Изучить презентацию «урок 7а». 

2. Выполнить задания по теме из прикрепленного файла. 

Домашнее задание: 1. Read text of module 7a aloud. Make a voice message / file 

and send it to a teacher. 

 





TV is a very important thing in our life. We can 
say that TV is our eyes because TV helps us to 
know more about the world, about the other 
counties, about the events that happened in 
the world. 

We can not imagine our life without television 
today. It teaches us, educates us and 
entertains us. 



Modern housewife simply does  not imagine 
homework without iron.  People have always 
looked after their clothes, after washing it to 
look nice and neat. To cope with modern iron 
is not difficult - so it is easy to use. Simply  
turn it on  and it will  work. 



Modern phones are presented mostly by 
mobiles. It is almost impossible to find a 
person nowadays who doesn’t have a 
personal mobile phone. These phones 
have become highly popular over the last 
years. They are rather compact, handy 
and easy to carry around. Mobile phones 
allow us to make instant calls, send text 
messages, listen to music, play games, 
take photos, check an e-mail and else. 
Thus, they have replaced not only 
landlines but also personal computers, 
MP3-players and cameras. 



The important "domestic helpers" 
include refrigerators. It  helps us to keep 
food cool in a warm house. Now there 
are many models of refrigerators, you 
can pick out the color of this product, 
specifications, features and size. 
Adjustment function of temperature, 
freezing, rapid cooling - these actions will 
help to cook your favorite meal, and save 
it. 



Having a microwave in a modern kitchen 
–is a usual thing. And the housewife can 
not imagine her life without a microwave 
oven. This kitchen appliance has its 
advantages over the kitchen stove: it 
takes up little space, microwaves diverse 
design and lets you choose the 
microwave, suitable for any decor, and 
the food is prepared in the microwave a 
little faster .. 



Computers have drastically changed 
everyone’s lives. 

 Many people find computers dangerous and time-consuming. On the other 
hand, computers are very fast and they seldom make mistakes. They save lots 
of time, and besides all the necessary information can be found on Internet. 
So, instead of going to the libraries or other institutions, we can simply surf 
the worldwide web. Another advantage is the instant possibility to send 
letters, whereas some time ago we had to wait for weeks and months to have 
them delivered. Moreover, with the help of computers and Internet, shopping 
has become much easier.  



In order to have an accurate daily and a 
stylish haircut, it is not necessary to run 
in the morning in a hair salon and do 
packing. Similar results can be achieved 
at home, using a hair dryer. 



Almost  every family has a washing machine at home.This thing also 
became ordinary, without which it is impossible to imagine our 
existence.  
Now even it is strange to hear an expression such as "I wash" because 
and we have only to fill it, and we  can  do other things. The washing 
machine has become an indispensable helper at home. 



Vacuums – is one of the most popular 
consumer devices, available in almost 
every house. 

Vacuum is - a device for cleaning dust 
and dirt from surfaces by suction air flow. 
The dust and dirt accumulated in the dust 
container from which they must be 
removed regularly. The first vacuum 
cleaners were manufactured in the 
United States in 1869. 



Good morning! How are you? I hope you are OK! Let’s start our lesson.  

Could you remind me what topic did we discuss at the previous lesson? 

1._________________________________________________________________

__ 

The topic of our lesson today is «Having fun by using different popular gadgets 

and modern technologies». 

-What do you associate with the word TECHNOLOGY? 

2.               

3. 

4. 

5. 

Translate into Russian. 

Technology is the usage and knowledge of tools, techniques, crafts, systems or 

methods of organization. The human's use of technology began with the 

conversion of natural resources into simple tools. 

 

Answer the questions: 

6. What are gadgets?-

__________________________________________________ 

7. What are they for?- 

_________________________________________________ 

8.  Why do we need them?-

______________________________________________ 

9. Are they useful? 

____________________________________________ 

 

Match the words with their meaning 

10. occasionally 

11. concentrate 

12. fixed on 

13. chatting 

14. texting 

15. telling off 

16. deal with 

17. impact 

18. extensions 

19. simultaneously 

 

 

talking 

sometimes 

stuck 

sending written messages 

speaking to sb angrily 

focus 

cope with 

frequently 

effect [ɪˈfekt] = produce 

additions 

at once 

 

Read the text of ex.3 p. 106. 

The text was about how young people communicate and entertain today and also 

think about the role of modern technologies and electronic media in their lives. 

Answer my questions. 

20. What gadgets have you got? (a computer /notebook /a mobile phone). 



__________________________________________________________________

_ 

21. How often do you use them? 

__________________________________________________________________

_ 

22.  Can you imagine how to do without them? 

__________________________________________________________________

_ 

23 How can they help you to study different subjects and prepare your home 

assignment? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Do  your homework, please: 1. Read paragraph 1 of the text of module 7a aloud. 

Make a voice message / file and send it to a teacher.  

 


